1. See University of Ottawa, at http://www.droitcivil.uottawa.ca/world-legal-systems/engmonde.html (last visited Sept. 8, 2003) .
2. Comparative law commentators observe that it is possible for reformers to borrow from quite different legal systems. George N. Sfeir, Modernization of the Law in Arab States: An Investigation into Current Civil, Criminal, and Constitutional Law in the Arab World 95 (1998) ("[Borrowing by Arab code writers] all goes to prove Alan Watson's assertion that successful borrowing could be made from a very different legal system as the law reformer looks for an idea in the foreign system which could be transformed into part of the law of his country" (citing Alan Watson, Legal Transplants and Law Reform, 92 L. Q. Rev. 79 (1976))).
3. The most often recognized distinction between the two systems is the civil law's "code" orientation and the common law's case method of evolving the law. That is, the common law judge is said to have the authority to make law and the civil law judge may only find the law from legislation. This distinction is important but subtle. As Merryman in his famous guide to the civil law for U.S. lawyers wrote:
The distinction between legislative and judicial production of law can be misleading. There is probably at least as much legislation in force in a typical American state as there is in a typical European or Latin American nation. . . . The authority of legislation [in the U.S.] is superior to that of judicial decisions; statutes supersede contrary judicial decisions(constitutional questions aside), but not vice versa . . . . If, mmmmmm more authority in the sense that they can evolve the law through precedent, whereas civil law judges do not have that authority. 4 The civil law judge, however, dominates individual litigations and hence sound dispute resolution depends on the quality of its judges and on assuring that they have the wherewithal to perform their responsibilities to the best of their abilities. Thus, the lessons from civil law judicial design are particularly worthy of consideration in reforming a legal system.
Emerging legal systems should look to civil law judicial design because focusing reform on the judiciary has several advantages. Judges are important to competent dispute resolution whether the base system derives from the common law or civil law. Able judges can be the great equalizers, assuring fair litigation regardless of the relative resources of the litigants. The common law relies on the performance of its lawyers and on advocacy to assure successful litigation, but lawyers are responsible to their clients alone. Judges, on the other hand, are neutrals who are responsible to the public and ultimately justice. Furthermore, the judiciary is an identifiable and discrete component of any legal system and judicial performance and conduct can be subject to public scrutiny. Reform notions based on the common law would naturally focus on the development of a competent private bar and scrutiny of its performance, but lawyers are less identifiable and manageable as a group than judges, and formal techniques for assuring quality, as we see in the U.S., are largely ineffective.
Reference to the civil law model may have another advantage for many emerging legal systems. The role of judges in large non-transatlantic legal cultures may make the civil law judicial model more compatible with traditional customary or religiously-based legal attitudes. Judges in many of these cultures are not so much presiding officials responsible for fair litigation and choosing the winner as they are counselors, educators, or even parents charged with guiding 4. Id. Some suggest that common law and civil law are converging, to this Reimann observes: "Even if one were to accept that the substantive discrepancies between the civil and common law have been overrated and that the systems have been converging, there remain indisputable disparities regarding the respective conceptual tools and general structures. however, one thinks of codification not as a form but as the expression of an ideology, and if one tries to understand that ideology and why it achieves expression in code form, then one can see how it makes sense to talk about codes. . . .
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the litigants to the proper outcome.
5 That is, judges represent moral authority rather than state empowerment. The civil law judicial philosophy, which places so much faith in the judge, might be more adaptable to such legal systems. 6 Recognizing the potential for judge-oriented reforms, I look here at the lessons which might be derived from civil law's approach as an "outsider," experienced with the U.S. version of the common law model. My purpose is merely to explore the advantages of civil law judicial design, not to advocate for the adoption of the whole of either model. Indeed, as will be discussed throughout, the U.S. common law system has incorporated some of these same concepts in its administrative process. 7 The civil law approach might help an emerging legal culture improve the quality of its judiciary and provide it with better tools to 5 . See Philip C.C. Huang, Civil Justice in China: Representation and Practice in the Qing 208 (1996) (The task was to promote harmony in society and not to allow a wayward child to spoil it. "The point was not to forgo clear-cut adjudication in favor of compromise-working, but rather to take human feeling and relations into account when considering the use of punishment, and to persuade litigants of the correctness of the court's opinion, after having come to clear-cut judgment. . .based in law."); H. Patrick Glenn, Legal Traditions of the World: Sustainable Diversity in Law 163 (2000) (In Islamic judging: "The law of each case is thus different from the law of every other case, and all parties, and the qadi [judge] , are under an obligation of service to God to bring together the objectively determined circumstances of the case and the appropriate principles of the shari'a."). Cf. Joseph Schacht, An Introduction to Islamic Law 188-89 (1964).
6. Codification itself has certain advantages for emerging legal cultures: "Codification has also meant that the laws of the nations which have codes are readily adoptable by other nations seeking a systematic, ordered and text-based foundation for their law." Thomas Glyn Watkin, An Historicial Introduction to Modern Civil Law 147 (1999).
7. Many of these techniques developed in U.S. administrative adjudications simply because they are more effective and often fairer in that context. Nonetheless, many of these ideas were either consciously borrowed from the civil law or unconsciously allowed to filter into U.S. administrative processes, as demonstrable familiarity with that model legitimized non-common law thinking. In his oft-cited and highly influential article, Judge Friendly, for example, argues that the administrative process could learn from the civil law model. Henry J. Friendly, "Some Kind of Hearing," 123 U. Pa. L. Rev. 1267 Rev. , 1290 Rev. (1975 perform an active role in dispute resolution. 8 My analysis below takes separately these two goals of civil law judicial design.
9
I. The Civil Law Guide to Making Better Judges
Three aspects of the civil law judicial design might be useful for reforming a judiciary. First, the civil law uses career judges, trained and managed as such. Second, the civil law provides an active and positive approach to assuring a competent and independent judiciary. Third, the civil law's selective resort to specialized tribunals provides expert decision making where needed and, more significantly, provides a strategy for protecting the regular judiciary from compromising decision-making responsibilities.
A. Professionalism
Perhaps the most significant distinction between the civil law model and the common law model is that in the former the judiciary is a corps of specially 8. A neutral measure of people's preferences when dealing with the legal system is difficult, if not impossible. Sally Engle Merry, in a study of working-class users of courts in a Massachusetts town, describes how they go to court with feelings of legal entitlement and emerge thinking that the institution is "indifferent to the ordinary person's problem." Sally Engle Merry, Getting Justice and Getting Even: Legal Consciousness Among Working-Class Americans 170 (1990). Ordinary people in real common law courtrooms are likely to see their lawyer as engaging in ritualistic and counter-intuitive behavior which they neither control nor understand. But what would a similar study in France or Germany reveal? I have presided at a demonstration civil law trial with a French judge and observe that litigants (and other interested persons) seem to have a more congenial opportunity to "tell their story." My law students in simulated civil law proceedings found advantages. On the other hand, one empirical study purports to show that the adversarial process is preferred. See John Thibaut & Laurens Walker, Procedural Justice: A Psychological Analysis 77 (1975). However, because its "pure inquisitorial" model is so dissimilar to the actual civil law model, it shows little more than that students prefer to make their own decisions. It does have some useful general lessons about optimum factual development which might be applied in either model. See id. at 83.
9. This article refers to adjudications in the U.S. administrative process. Aman has argued on several occasions that U.S. administrative law principles of public participation and accountability, usually associated with its rulemaking procedures, should be employed to combat global "democracy deficit." E.g., Alfred C. Aman, Jr., Globalization, Democracy, and the Need for a New Administrative Law, 49 UCLA L. Rev. 1687 (2002). I would urge that U.S. rulemaking procedures could also enhance effective democracy "on the ground" for emerging democracies as well, but that is not the focus of this article. trained professionals. 10 The common law does not consider judging to be a separate legal profession and hence the U.S. judiciary is staffed by "amateur" judges largely drawn from a related, but in many ways dissimilar, profession, legal advocacy. Civil law judges are educated as judges and usually serve that role throughout their professional lives.
11 Budding judges enter an apprenticeship as judges, not as advocates. They move from the apprenticeship supervised by senior judges, to junior positions on less important courts, to ever more important positions on more important courts. They serve within a community of judges who are available to assist them in becoming better judges. Their promotions are based on performance and are controlled by judges themselves in some form of council.
A major advantage of this design is that it necessarily creates an esprit de corps. A massive psychological literature demonstrates that people in positions of trust, including judges, tend to live up to that trust.
12 Lynn Stout identified three factors that determine socially conscious behavior in judges: a tendency to do what they are told by an authority figure, a "sense of membership in a common group," and a degree of anticipation that their colleagues will cooperate. 13 All of these factors are promoted, or in the case of an emerging legal system created, by the civil law judicial corps strategy.
No doubt judicial elitism has its disadvantages. Civil law judges make up an anonymous and perhaps "bloodless" elite. As Martin Vranken summarized the effect: "Judges in the civil law are civil servants who display a civil service mentality."
14 Common law judges, who generally rise from practice, have been forced to deal with real world situations. The civil law system offsets the lack of 10 . See Merryman, supra note 3, at 34-35. 11. See, e.g., Nigel Foster, German Legal System & Laws 90 (2d ed. 1996) ("In Germany the judiciary is a separate career, embarked upon by professionally qualified lawyers after educational and practical legal training; it is not entered after a number of years' practice as an attorney."); Konrad Zweigert & Hein Kötz, Introduction to Comparative Law 124 (Tony Weir trans., 3d ed. 1998) ("Judges in France, like those in Italy and Germany, are career judges; they opt for a judicial career early in life, they are appointed by the state after passing the necessary examinations, and they are generally promoted to more important positions in higher courts on the basis of their performance and years of service."). But see John Owen Haley, Authority Without Power: Law and the Japanese Paradox 106 (1991) (stating that the U.S. occupation of Japan attempted to consolidate lawyering and judging).
12. practical experience somewhat with the apprenticeship program in which judges must for some time work at the "street level." Moreover, studies show that practicing U.S. lawyers, not surprisingly, bring their practice perspective with them to the bench. 15 The civil law approach institutionalizes an otherworldly objectivity.
A graver danger is that this isolated and elite corps will develop its own cultural norms. Mitu Gulati and C.M.A. McCauliff demonstrate: "[T]he behavior of judges is primarily governed by internally generated norms that can be altogether different from the officially stated organizational rules." 16 Studies of U.S. judges find that such "politics" in a judicial community might bias individual decisions. 17 Still, these community norms have many positive effects and contribute significantly to the competence and the integrity of the judiciary. 18 The key is to capture these benefits while guarding against the drawbacks. For the reasons given in the next section, the civil law judicial corps concepts might have the best chance of doing so.
B. The Mechanics of Judicial Independence and Competence
The civil law judicial design, in the context of an emerging legal system, has more potential for bringing about an independent judiciary than adoption of the U.S. judicial design. The U.S. system relies on public vetting and job security, but that strategy may not be particularly effective, especially in a legal culture with no tradition of selecting independent judges. Even in the U.S., the selection and promotion process can be extremely political and hence compromise the independence of U.S. judges. Federal judges have lifetime job security under Article III of the U.S. Constitution, but even this insulation does not seem to guarantee truly independent judging. 19 More to the point, most U.S. judges do not have constitutional protections. Some 87 percent of U.S. state judges are elected and serve a term of years. 20 Of course, both the appointment process and elections monitor performance, but both are inherently political. Hence, impartial judicial decision making may be compromised by the judge's concern for the political ramifications of certain decisions. Moreover, the vast majority of both federal and state adjudications, one might say the ones that really matter to most people, are carried out by so-called "legislative courts" having no constitutional protection. 21 Vast numbers of adjudications are conducted by administrative judges, many of whom have very little protection. 22 The result of the U.S. system is that judges are not and perhaps cannot be insensitive to political influence. Frederick Schauer observed that U.S. judges are more driven by rational self-interest than we often concede. 23 Studies show that "promotion potential is a factor in understanding lower federal court behavior." 24 In short, the U.S. system has not developed an effective system for assuring impartiality and independence.
The civil law model does provide such a system. 25 Civil law judges themselves control management of the judge corps. The French Constitution, for example, establishes a disciplinary body dominated by judges. 26 That is, the judiciary itself controls promotion and assignment. 27 In contrast, the U.S. judiciary can only engage in negative management, disciplining judges whose conduct is so egregious that it cannot be allowed to continue. The civil law system allows the judicial authorities to provide positive incentives and mentoring, as well as discipline. Emerging legal systems should adopt this approach and constitute a self-governing judicial body. Such a closed system is not without dangers, as suggested above, but potential shortcomings can be controlled by transparency and process. 28 Many U.S. state administrative judiciaries are adopting a more management-oriented approach to their judges. These states bring administrative judges together into one administrative unit, usually called a "central panel," from which individual agencies request judges. 29 This approach captures much of the same advantages as the civil law model in monitoring and motivating optimum judicial performance, while at the same time protecting judges from external forces. 30 In short, a self-managed judiciary has suggested its advantages in the United States, and its adoption demonstrates that it can be incorporated into a common law setting.
Common lawyers might argue that judicial self-management in the civil law system dangerously consolidates authority and hence increases the opportunity 26. La Constitution, art. 65, in Constitutions of the Countries of the World, supra note 25, at 19.
27. See John Bell et al., Principles of French Law 64 (1998) ("Since promotion is central to the career of all judges, its organization is all the more relevant and must be strictly regulated.").
28. The danger is that the judicial elite will themselves distort judging. See J. Mark Ramseyer & Minoru Nakazato, Japanese Law: An Economic Approach 17 (1999) ("This institutional structure radically shapes the incentives judges face: fundamentally it gives judges an incentive to act in those ways that the people deciding their transfers consider appropriate.").
29. Flanagan identified twenty-five states and at least three major cities. James for corruption. Examples of corruption in civil law systems are not scarce. 31 The adversarial process in the common law system, by contrast, relies on the lawyers and judges to check each other. The many examples of this system breaking down demonstrate that this guarantee is not flawless. 32 The judges in any system may be corrupted. The search is for the optimum mechanism for preventing corruption, especially in systems without a positive tradition. The judge-managed civil law system might be better able to accomplish that.
C. Assuring Competence and Independence in the Litigation Itself
The civil law system extends this self-regulation of judicial performance into litigation itself. The civil law process utilizes several judges, some to build the record, others to manage the litigation, and others to bring the case to a decision. For most significant litigation, both civil and criminal, the judges sit in panels.
33 So the civil law system, with several judges involved, creates numerous whistleblowing opportunities. The threat of whistleblowing itself assures some . Those from other civil law systems might contest the verdict on independence although a certain type of judicial activism is foreign (literally) to the civil law philosophy. It should be noted that Latin American systems are increasingly a mix of the civil law and common law models so that lacking the institutionalized norms of an elite corps it is also without the imbued constraints of the judicial tradition of established common law systems. Again it is a question of which is more easily created in a system with neither.
32. For example, a study prepared for the National Commission on Judicial Discipline and Removal found numerous cases of resignations and several impeachments for corruption. level of integrity. 34 Collegiality creates incentives for acting within the institutional norms and a deterrent against judges who might be tempted. The U.S. system depends on the practicing bar to police judicial corruption at the trial level. A system in which the judges, as well as lawyers, police the judiciary seems more likely to guarantee a degree of judicial integrity.
The civil law model is also more likely to alleviate innocent cognitive biases. An empirical study found that judges (like everyone else in daily life) use heuristics in judicial decision making. 35 Heuristics are mental shortcuts which are useful, but can produce systematic errors, or "cognitive illusions." The most potent device for correcting these errors is training in decision making. 36 The long training and experience of civil law judges as fact finders and decision makers will better serve this purpose, although the common law system could no doubt educate its judges about these dangers once they reach the bench. Civil law use of collegial judicial decision making can also combat cognitive illusions.
37
D. Special Courts and the Implications for Judging
Established civil law systems have detached certain tasks and created specialized court systems to deal with them. The Germans, for example, have five separate court systems, only one of which is a general law court, and a constitutional court. 38 The French also have special courts. 39 The U.S. scheme generally avoids specialist courts for reasons that might be irrelevant to an emerging legal system. 40 The adoption of separate specialized court systems by an emerging legal system
Frank Cross & Emerson Tiller, Judicial Partisanship and Obedience to Legal Doctrine: Whistleblowing on the Federal Courts of Appeals, 107
Yale L. J. 2155, 2174 (1998) ("In short, on multi-judge panels, the minority judge can serve as a whistleblower by revealing these biasing cognitive shortcuts. Once the majority can no longer readily rationalize its decision under the legal model, it will frequently concede to the commands of that model.").
35 might enhance expert dispute resolution, protect the customary courts, and insulate the regular judiciary from tasks that are considered inappropriate.
One reason for specialization is to make the best use of expertise. Specialist courts increase judicial expertise and probably reach more objective judgments based on technical considerations. Such specialization might recommend itself to societies in which technical human resources are in short supply, especially among those persons who might participate in litigation. In those cases in which the U.S. system uses expert tribunals, usually administrative agencies, their decisions are ultimately reviewed by a generalist court.
41 U.S. legal culture finds benefit in at some point having the experts justify themselves to non-experts. 42 In this regard, an emerging legal system might choose between the two strategies depending on the desired dominance of expert decisionmaking.
A second reason emerging legal systems might establish specialized courts is the protection of the indigenous legal culture. Certain courts may be and often have been created to assure foreign interests a "modern" forum for their brand of conflict, e.g. finance or commerce, and yet the society may continue its indigenous legal tradition in alternative tribunals. A developing society could isolate its "modernization" concession by adopting special court systems, with special jurisdiction, procedures, and expertise. 43 Those courts can be separated from the courts that are culturally sensitive and expert in the customary laws.
Reforming legal systems may consider the third reason civil law systems have created special courts. Underlying the civil law philosophy is a fear of assigning social policy to the judiciary. Indeed, much of the division between the civil law and common law results from different perceptions of the courts and the relationship between courts and the "democratic" institutions of government. Simply put, the common law grew out of distrust of majorities, while the civil law reflects a distrust of elitist courts. 44 Civil law jurisprudence generally, 41 . The only exception in the federal system is the Federal Circuit which has subject matter, rather than geographic, jurisdiction to review certain specialized tribunals and even its decisions may be reviewed by the generalist Supreme Court. Also, review of administrative expert judgments is often limited and sometimes precluded. 44. See Vranken, supra note 14, at 63 ("[O]n the Continent a narrow reading of statutes was advocated out of distrust for the judiciary, whereas in the common law any distrust tended to be directed towards the legislature who was perceived to be encroaching upon the court's territory.").
although not universally, grew out of experience that suggests that courts can do at least as much damage as any other institution of government. Fear of the judiciary created the instincts behind the commitment to statutory language and prohibition against judicial law making. 45 Many emerging democracies have experienced the abuse and excesses of the judiciary and hence are drawn to methods that limit its interference in social policy. 46 Nonetheless, modern societies need tribunals with law-making responsibility, and the civil law satisfies this need without ceding too much authority to the judiciary by granting limited authority to courts designed for the purpose. The specialist court schemes empower some judicial forays into social policy while 45 . The relevance of a code system for our discussion of the judiciary is the enthusiastic denial of judicial law-making power. generally protecting democracy from a closed judiciary. Based on the German model, civil law systems tend to have a constitutional court separated from those courts handling regular legal business. 47 Thereby, civil law systems satisfy the need for constitutional review of the legislature. 48 Similarly, many civil law systems have separate administrative courts to handle suits against the government, which necessarily raise sensitive policy issues. 49 In addition to confining judicial authority, the specialist court strategy also protects the regular judiciary from the taint of engaging in political and policy, sensitive controversies. The United States assigns almost all types of issues to one judiciary. The U.S. experience might show emerging legal systems the value of insulating its judiciary from certain types of issues. The separation between legal responsibility and law making in courts dealing with value-laden societal issues might have advantages for establishing the credibility of a new judiciary.
II. The Civil Law Guide to Making Judges More Effective at Dispute Resolution
The judge's role in civil law litigation provides the second group of valuable lessons for emerging legal systems. Judicial control of dispute resolution is the hallmark of the civil law system. The European Court of Justice (ECJ) of the European Union (EU) provides a multi-cultural example of the work of judges in a civil law-rooted process. 50 After the pleading stage, the parties' control virtually ends and the court takes over. A special judicial officer is assigned the case and serves as a "judge-rapporteur," responsible for building the record. Like all 47 . See Watkin, supra note 6, at 6 ("Another hallmark of civil law systems therefore is their possession of a constitutional court or some such body to hear and determine [whether a particular piece of legislation offends against the fundamental law of the state]."). civil law courts, the ECJ runs the investigation through the rapporteur and has available its own expert advice. The rapporteur's report will serve as the basis for a decision. Before the Court itself considers the case, an independent judicial officer, the "Advocate General," prepares an opinion to "assist" the Court.
51 Although the extent to which the court adopts the advocate general's opinion may vary, the report is always extremely important. 52 Thus, the judiciary controls fact gathering and obtains independent expert advice, legal and otherwise.
Perhaps led by the civil law system, the U.S. system incorporates similar notions in the design of administrative adjudications. 53 The U.S. administrative process also often places considerable responsibility on the administrative judiciary and provides it with similar tools to carry out that responsibility. These accommodations to an active administrative judiciary are noted below to demonstrate the advantages of these concepts and that they can exist and perhaps selectively improve adjudication within the common law tradition.
The civil law process has developed several useful procedural strategies to allow the judiciary to carry out its active role. 54 First, the civil law makes the judges responsible for the adequacy of the decisional foundation, the "record." Second, and related, civil law judges manage the development of a continuing process whereby the body of information develops over time rather than at a single event, the trial. This process also captures the advantages of a mix of written and oral presentation. Third, the civil law process assures judges access to their own expert advice and counsel. Fourth, the civil law process is designed for judicial decision making. Let us look at the value of these strategies, particularly for reform of an emerging legal system. 52. Anthony Arnull observed: "[M]ost students of the Court would probably say that it is fairly unusual-although by no means unheard of-for the Court to depart from the Opinion of its Advocate General and there are reasons for believing that, whether or not an Opinion is followed, the Judges find it helpful." Anthony Arnull, The European Union and its Court of Justice 8 (1999).
53. Administrative law advocates a procedural flexibility which allows it to escape the dogma of traditional Anglo-American procedures and an eclecticism that allows it to incorporate useful alternatives from other legal cultures. See Aman, supra note 9, at 1715. 54. Not "activist" in U.S. terms, common law judges have considerable law-making power, which can be exercised to the point of creating extremely active lawmakers. Civil law judges are not to make law, but some perform their "interpretive" function in an activist way.
First, the civil law court is responsible for an adequate record. 55 In both criminal and civil proceedings, various judges contribute to the record and the president of the court assures that the record is complete before it goes to the decisional stage. The fact gathering, as well as fact finding, responsibility of the civil law judge has much to recommend it to developing nations attempting to improve their litigation processes. The civil law makes the public assume much of the cost of litigation. This approach might be essential to legal systems in which the litigants are likely to have little to spare for dispute resolution. Judicial control can make the fact gathering affirmatively objective. In contrast, the common law judge acts negatively to prevent the introduction of certain types of information at the trial stage, with this decision often determined by formalistic rules. By making the development of the record, in essence, a public commitment, the civil law judicial system makes litigants' resources, representatives, and conduct less important to a fair result.
The U.S. administrative process often places the responsibility for an adequate record on the government. In many programs, U.S. administrative law judges (ALJs) must actively assure an adequate record and that approach has been consistently affirmed. 56 The Social Security Administration (SSA), a classic example, relies on its ALJs to assure an adequate record. 57 The claimant in an SSA case is not always represented, and in those cases the judge must assure that the claimant's case is sufficiently developed. Responsibility for developing the record for a denial of SSA benefits rests with the ALJ because no participant in the hearing opposes the grant. 58 This system is often criticized by adherents to the adversary process, but it merely adopts a different vision of the role of the judge, one consistent with the civil law process. Indeed, one effort to build-in 55 . In contrast, the common law process does not hold the judges responsible for a complete record. See Model Code of Judicial Conduct Cannon 3B(7) cmt. (2000) ("A judge must not independently investigate facts in a case and must consider only the evidence presented."); see Jeffrey Shaman et al., Judicial Conduct and Ethics 172 (3d ed. 2000) ("Unlike the European system, in which judges have the primary responsibility for the development of litigative facts, American judges are generally permitted only to consider the evidence and testimony that is produced by counsel.").
56. 2 Koch, supra note 41, §5.25[2], at 70. 57. The vast majority of these cases involve challenges to the denial of disability benefits under either the federal insurance program or need-based welfare.
58. The denial is sometimes characterized as the agency's position, but the agency was established to pay the benefits, so its position is much like that of the judges: to make sure the claimant should get the benefits. adversariness by having someone represent the denial was a failure. 59 However, in a civil law vein, one recent study suggested that ALJs use "counselors," whose responsibility would be to assist the judge in assuring a complete record. 60 Second, the civil law record is developed over time; its development is truly a "process." While there is an oral trial at the end, much of formal evidence is gathered and made part of the record prior to the oral proceeding. The oral proceeding is quite abbreviated, largely confined to tying up loose ends and reaching a decision. The common law "pre-trial" is just that, merely preparation for the trial in which all information is presented and the decision is reached. Logistically, the civil law process seems preferable in a context in which few resources are available for litigation. A major advantage is that the parties can better manage the scheduling of much of the record building. Indeed, a preparatory judge might go to the witnesses to develop evidence rather than requiring them to be present at a particular time (usually inconvenient) and place (to which transportation may be difficult). The extended record building might also take better advantage of scarce attorney time in systems just developing their corps of private litigators. The dossiers are constantly available so that a lawyer can manage review of the evidence more efficiently. Moreover, lawyers can review the growing record during the course of the investigation and can recommend that the judge seek additional evidence, request experts or different experts, question other witnesses, or further examine those witnesses questioned. 60. In a study commissioned by the Social Security Advisory Board, three administrative law scholars concluded:
Given the potential downsides of introducing or experimenting with the adversary process in this setting and our judgment that such a step would fail to advance the crucial need to improve the record development process, we conclude that the best SSA "representative" would be a non-adversary Counselor who could help provide the ALJ with a timely and complete record for decision. This process leads to a decision based largely on a written record. The reliance on written materials makes the proceeding less burdensome for the lawyers, parties, and witnesses. It provides the judge with an opportunity to engage in more thoughtful consideration. Indeed, while such written procedures might be inconsistent with common law philosophy, U.S. administrative law often captures these same advantages.
61 Also, writing, as the administrative process has shown, is far superior for introducing expert-type evidence. Even in developing countries, litigation is likely to revolve around expert information, e.g. medical, engineering, or even custom and usage information. The more efficient the gathering of that evidence the better.
The civil law written process facilitates correction of mistakes of fact and law. Reliance on written records allows the civil law system to engage in de novo review of lower court judgments. 62 In an emerging legal system in which the breadth of judicial expertise is likely to be thin, this de novo review would promote consistency and accuracy as well as integrity. The U.S. administrative process uses the same techniques, so that administrative appellate authorities generally have authority to substitute judgment on both law and fact. 63 As in the civil law system, acceptance of a written record validates substitution of judgment experts. 69 However, the administrative process takes a more liberal approach to supplying judges with expertise. If providing judges with expert assistants might improve the quality of a developing litigation system, administrative law shows that such a system does not necessarily violate common law principles, such as the ex parte doctrine. 70 The civil law scheme may also provide its judges with experts in decision making, as well as record building. Those tribunals in which law making is permissible, such as constitutional courts or the French Council of State, are supplied with judicial officers whose duty is to advise the court. The EU supplies the most universally recognized example, the advocate general, but this institution was modeled after similar judicial advisors in the French system.
71 Nothing similar to the advocate general type of jurist exists in the U.S. system, but much recommends it to emerging legal systems that are developing their laws. 72 An advising judicial officer like the EU's advocate general may be beneficial in an emerging legal system in which the quality of the judges may be quite varied. Moreover, many developing countries have a need to assure representation of various groups on their lawmaking tribunals, and an advising judge can add uniformity and objectivity, as well as expertise, where the primary judges are selected more for their affiliation than their judicial competence.
Fourth, the civil law system is designed around judicial decision-making responsibility. Again, this concept would seem inconsistent with the common law procedure designed around the jury. The common law procedure envisions the judge as a gatekeeper protecting the lay jury by enforcing certain rules that
Conclusion
The common law and the civil law models likely will dominate the development of a global legal culture, at least in its first iteration. 76 In turn, this global legal culture will affect national law and legal institutions, especially in emerging legal systems. Many legal cultures are looking to the transatlantic models for guidance in reforming and modernizing their legal systems.
Focusing on better judges and judging has much to recommend it to these cultures. Many of these cultures already have in place some version of the civil law models, others have borrowed from the common law model, and still others retain their customary or religious legal systems, or those systems in practice dominate over the borrowed scheme. In all of these, the judge is the key to improving their legal system. Since the civil law is judge-oriented, it has many lessons for reformers around the world. As I am a common lawyer, there seems to be some value in my identification of the potential benefits of the "competing" model. As a U.S. administrative law specialist, it seems useful that I identify instances in which the U.S. common law model has captured some of those advantages in its administrative adjudications. These advantages then may be universal and appropriate reform options for any legal culture. The key then is political will. 
